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marked, to find an inscription that approxi-
mates whatever it is she wants to convey of that
unshared world. Less than merely self-indul-
genf Pierre's paintings seem an earnest effort to
give form to the ineffable knowledge of emo-
tional experience without relying on simplistic
gesturing or the trite correspondence that was
long ago established between colors and senti-
ments. Maybe, in the end, the Cuban novelist
Severo Sarduy is right: "The only thing that
matters in one's personal story is whatever has
been ciphered on the body and thus continues
to talk, to narrate, to simulate the incident
responsible for its inscription." Maybe Pierre
seeks concrete shape for the emotional "marks"
registered in her, so that time and turbulence
do not erode the knowledqe of the incidents
that caused them.

Gean Moreno
Miami

NASHVILLE

SHAUN SUFER's three mixed media instal la-
tions at Fugitive Art Center (Moy 1-June 9)
address the real estate development that has
occurred in Collierville, Tennessee, since he
moved away three years ago. Snapshots form
the core of the two installations and imply,
through the repeated use of similar composi-
tions and tightly-cropped framing, a sense of
what Slifer sees as the "confinement. redun-
dancy and repetition" of the town. In all three
works the strength lies in Slifer's choice to not
use mult iples of a single image (a la Warhol) to
convey these qualities but, wisely, to allow
iuburbia's readymade repetition to do the
,vork for him.

The viewer is greeted at the gal lery
:ntrance with Wheie I'm From, an installation
:hat includes 50 photocopies of subdivision
:ntrance signs (printed on eight-by-ten plexi-
;lass sheets) hanging from the ceiling in an
:quidistant pattern. While every sheet features a
Jif ferent subdivision, .  the similari ty of the
acades begs one to question whether each is
tnique or if one image is being recycled. On the

floor below is a ten-foot-long rectangle of soil
containing numerous wooden construction
stakes decked with orange plastic ribbons and
arranged in a grid-a reminder of the malleable
surface on which the structures above were
buil t .

The second installation, Post (separotion)
stands diagonally to the right. Slifer character-
izes it as a "freeze-framed documentarv about
leaving, returning, and leaving again... . , ,  tS
large-scale photocopies with imagery ranging
from a child playing with a cat to a cluttered
kitchen counter hang from the ceiling at differ-
ent heights. These snapshots are fragmented
and obscured by strings that stretch from indi-
vidual images to small cement forms on the
floor. In addition to the seemingly random
order of their arrangement, virtually every com-
position has a marginally altered mate (e.g. two
virtually identical variations of the boy and cat),
combining to create a disjointed effect that mir-
rors the hazy, fractured nature of memory.

Post (separotion) ends with the image of a
street sign whose arrow points left. This directs
the viewer to Comfort, a machine-stitched quilt
to which Slifer has added logos of national
chain restaurants operating in Collierville. A
direct play on words, Comfort parallels the
familiarity and convenience of fast food with
the physical softness and nostalgia symbolized
by the qui l t .

loseph Beuys once called peaceful coexis-
tence the "biggest l ie ever told,, ,  and
elaborated saying "Peaceful coexistence means
that I want to repress difficulties...." ln Change
of Pace (growth) Slifer expounds on Beuys, con-
cept by examining one town's quest for
peaceful coexistence. By creating seductive art-
works that utilize mass produced materials and
familiar imagery gleaned from Collierville,s sub-
urban surroundings, Slifer's exhibit points out
that at least one price paid for the repression of
difficulties seems to be an equally present
repression of individuality.

Terri Smith
Noshville

NASHVILLE

Two recent solo shows both met and challenged
some commonly held assumptions about the
work of today's women artists. SYNDEy
REICHMAN's heavily worked copper sculptures
at The Renaissance Center in Dickson (May
2s-luly 7) reveal not only a back-to-the-earth
sensibility but also a certain invincibility. Her
sculptures have a delicacy that seems to deny it
is produced by intense physical labor. Reichman,
a consummate craft artist drawn to the tradition-
ally male realm of large-scale metals, wears her
mastery of technique lightly. Following in the
footsteps of Zen masters, she believes that disci-
plined exertion ultimately produces meaning. In
this solo show, we have some evidence that she
is right. The work of DONNA TAUSCHER,
which might appear at first to be women's iden-

Donna Tauscher, A Rore Stillness Beckons (detoil), 2001, 6 bv
96 inches.

tity art or "me generation" narcissism, are in fact a
broad and searing examination of the soul. "lsn,t
that what 3 a.m. is for?" Tauscher asked in the
spoken word performance piece that opened her
show 'This is How Time Passes" (June 1-July 3I) ar
Cheekwood Museum of Art. Tauscher,s pieces
seem at first uncomfortably personal because they
are composed of small Polariod photographs
taken very close up of her face and body parts,
including arms, breasts, neck shoulders, ears and
mouth. While some viewers might feel voyeuristic
pleasure while looking at the photographs, others
may be too impatient to follow the intellectual
and philosophical discourse that goes hand in
hand with the pictorial chronicle.

Tauscher's intention is to become the oblect
of her own gazu gaze that she strives to make
transparent. She takes viewers to the heart of inti-
macy, where nothing is sacred and nothing is
private, in order to become completely oblective.
Her working method is simple: take at least one
image daily, color xerox the image and place it in
a notebook with writings, scraps, quotations,
whatever comes to mind. Mounted on the gallery
wall as one entered was a calendarJike arrange-
ment of Polaroids and excerpts from the journal
pages, whose pairing created a dairy-like narrative.
Following the artistt thought process and observ-
ing her physical attributes day after day created an
instructive exercise in perception versus reality. Her
youthful looks and fragile beauty belie the depths
of experience that have caused Tauscher to oues-
tion herself and her life beliefs so harshlv.
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taun Sfifer, Past (Seporotion), 2001, mixed medio instollotion, dimensions votiqble (photo couftesy Fugitive Art Center).



Southeast
The most arresting piece in the gallery was F;:t" i

a four-foot long metal rack mounted horizontal- ll:a: .
ly at chest height. From it hung a row of 50 or so l t:'-
identical clear glass test tubes. Each tube con- ::':"

tained a strip of a Polaroid self-portrait. The ':
laboratory context brought to mind both phar-
macological solutions to mental illness and the
current scientific debate over the creation of
human life.

The simple curves of Reichman's stylized
human figures made of dark red copper reveal
neither emotion nor a particular human experi-
ence. Instead, the 20 or so figures in "Earth to
Sky," which vary in height from one to three fee!
dance, bow and sway like trees in a strong wind.
The ensemble, which is arranged like a multi-
level stage set, stresses the overall form of its
choreography over the individual sculptures, so
that oneness with nature becomes its sublect.
The figures, flat metal cutouts that have been
shaped into almost cylinder forms, have irregular
surfaces bearing tiny hammer-marks. The buoy-
ancy of the forms and the surface appearance of
leather or dried magnolia leaves gives an impres-
sion of toughness, suggesting human resilience.
A series of rectangular wall-hung pieces incorpo-
rating bronze and brass into their copper
surfaces are almost pictorial. They are created by
hammering metal, layer upon layer, into one
plane. The effect is of something from nature
that looks uncontrolled but seems also to deoict
natural forms. This Frogile Earth: My Tennessee can
be easily transformed in the mind to a valley view
filled with autumn leaves, and This Frogile Eorth:
Wild River coniures the sound, smell and vision of
drops of rain falling into roiling, muddy waters.
Starting from the materials of the earth (she
worked for many years in large-scale ceramics),
Reichman labored methodically to create pieces
that fill the space around us with a comforting
presence. Even when they get larger than human
scale, as in her huge hanging leaf forms and
monumental standing forms, they are recogniz-
able on an intuitive level as references to trees, or
human figures or organic forms of some sort.
Reichman is like an architect designing brand
new structures that contain a sense of olace.
Buried within her pieces are the rustle of a winter
wind, the light glinting off the hand-dug pondg
the sounds of birds and bullfrogs and spring
peepers, and the smells of luxuriant flowers and
herbs that grow in all manner of turned and
formed pots. From all of these, Reichman brings
forth an original vision that fits somewhere
between the refinement of craft media and the
rawness of experimental artmaking.

Susan W Knowles
Nashville

NEW ORLEANS

Passing through the three-roomed exhibit COL-
LECTING THE COLLECTED: FIVE YEARS OF
NEW PHOTOGRAPHY ACQUISITIONS (New
Orleons Museum of Art, June 22-September 23),
organized by Steve Maklansky, the museumt
photography curator, what initially strikes a view-
er is not so much the photos on exhibit. but
rather, the prominence afforded the donors. A
closer examination of the exhibi! and its inter-
esting (if motley) array of 1 9th- and 20th-century
photography, confirms this impression.

For example, in the first room, one finds a
seemingly random series of images from the
19th century, in the midst of which is a wall of
photographs of Plains Indians by Edward Curtis.
The images are, indeed, poignant: formally com-
posed portraits of the still noble, yet fatigued,
vestiges of a vanquished culture. But why Plains
Indians? one wonders, grasping for some thread
of thematic relevance or continuity. The accom-
panying placard does little to enlighten. "Cift of
.loshua Mann Pailef" it reads, "in memory
Stephanie Michelle Allen; young, stormy, com-
mitted to the underdog, driven, haunted by her
past, and unable to persevere. To all who consid-
er suicide as a viable alternative-it isn't. Live,
live, live, until the end." Deeply moving senti-
ments, to be sure, but who is Stephanie Michelle
Allen, what has she to do with the Plains Indian
and (no offense intended) why should we care
when and how she departed from this life?

The answer lies in the name "Joshua Mann

Paile!" the donor of the pieces and author of the
placard. Owner of A Callery of Fine Photography
in New Orleans, Pailet is a longstanding "triend"
and supporter of the museum. In room number
two, other Pailet gifu are displayed, with further
Pailet commentary. Specifically, a Lewis Wickes
Hines photograph of a group of "cashboys" in
Hof mes Department store, New Orleans (Holmes
Deportment Store Workers, '1922), is accompa-
nied by a placard dedicated to a friend, in honor
of his invaluable support of A Gallery of Fine
Photography. Again, few but the most cynical,
would doubt the authenticity of Pailet's heartfelt
dedication, but one might legitimately question
its relevance or relation to the cashboys of
Holmes Department store or Hines' contribution
to photography.

This is not to dismiss Maklanksy's frequently
impressive ensemble, among which are some
fairly big names in photography. In addition to
Curtis and Hines, one encounters lacob Riis'grim
documentation of New York immigrants, lohn
Gutmann's dark vignettes from New Odeans'
Mardi Cras celebrations, Lee Miller's provocative
portraits of Henry Moore and Man Ray, and
Ceorge Dureau's captivating images of four col-
orful 'freaks," freakishly composed. And not all
of the photographs are gifu; among them are
pieces generously bequeathed by the photogra-
phers, as well as a few purchased by the
museum, itself.

But these are few, by comparison. Of the 83
on view, the majority are, in facg gifts. The real
"stars" and soul of this exhibit are not Curtis.

Ceorge Dureau, B.l. Robinson,l979, gelqtin silver pint, 7 5/8 by 7 5/8 inches (photo courtesy New Orleans Museum of Art).
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